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From the Principal

Scopus has taken a significant step
forward into the twenty-first century this
term, with the introduction of electronic
whiteboards throughout the school. At
present most classrooms in the Smorgon
Family Primary School, each faculty in
the Secondary School and selected year
groups at Gandel Besen House and Fink
Karp Ivany campus have been fitted with
this technology, with more to come later
in the year.
Electronic whiteboards enable teachers
to present information using charts,
pictures, interactive websites and video.
Lessons can be saved, referred back to,
and emailed to students. They represent
a vast suite of tools to make the teaching
and learning process more engaging
and hence more effective. Already,
after a short while, the impact of the
whiteboards has been tremendous and
many teachers wonder how they ever
managed without one.
Over the next two years we plan to
develop the wireless network throughout
all campuses, for use by teachers and
students. The College intranet will be
developed to be the portal through
which teachers and students can provide
and access curriculum documentation,
homework and all relevant information.
Technology must be our servant and not
our master, but with the aid of our recent
and future innovations, we can use it to
transform teaching and learning and to
prepare our students, and the College
itself, for the future.

2007 VCE success

Mazal Tov to the Class of 2007 on their
excellent VCE results. Kol HaKavod to
duxes Yonatan Cukierman and
Dean Rosenberg who both achieved
perfect scores of 99.95.

• 100% pass rate
•	9% of Scopus students in the
top 1% - scores of 99+

• 35% in the top 5% - scores of 95+
• 48% in the top 10% - scores of 90+
• 15 perfect study scores (50/50)
Our students selected diverse courses.
Management and Commerce courses
continue to be popular, together with
Society and Culture (Arts) based
courses, while 30% of students were
offered positions in double degrees.
Monash University continues to be
the most popular destination for our
students, although there has been
increasing interest in The University
of Melbourne and Deakin University.
TAFE institutions have also increased in
popularity.

OFFERS BY COURSE TYPE
Agriculture and
Environmental
Studies
Architecture and Building
Creative Arts
Education
Engineering and related
technology
Health
Information Technology
Management and
Commerce
Natural and Physical
Sciences
Society and Culture (Arts)
Law
Physiotherapy

Rabbi James Kennard
Principal
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GABI SHULMAN, ISABELLE HOFFMAN AND DAVID SCHNALL
ON THE AIR

Radio 3MS (Mount Scopus) is back on
the air.
Now located in the Merkaz (Centre for
Informal Jewish Education), Radio 3MS
was re-launched earlier this term.
Scopus’ student radio began
broadcasting many years ago, but
fell victim to competing demands on
students’ time in recent years.
In 2006, renewed interest by Daniel
Teitelbaum (’06) and Joel Gory (’07)
saw fundraising drives to purchase new
equipment and last year the College was
able to acquire a professional mixing
desk, amplifier, 4 outdoor speakers,
headphones and microphones. We
thank Old Collegians Michael Jankie
(’98) and Ben Simon (’97) from Event
Equipment for their help with securing
this equipment.
Radio 3MS can be heard most
lunchtimes in the Secondary Quad,
with programs hosted by students
from all levels. Some shows have
themes centered around sport, Israel or
particular music the genre, while others
are more general. With over 40 students
currently undertaking training in technical
production and learning how to prepare
a playlist and radio show, students are
eager to be involved as both on-air
presenters and in production roles.
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Scopus celebrates

Pedal power

Primary students have taken the catch
cry ‘On Ya Bike’ literally. With the
introduction of our new Bike Education
program, all students in Years 4 to 6 are
improving their cycling skills and learning
important road safety rules.
With the assistance of the Parents’
Association, the College purchased 54
new bikes, helmets and fluoro safety vests.  

With Purim falling on Good Friday this
year, the College held Purim style
celebrations on Rosh Chodesh Adar II.
The day started with traditional fancy
dress parades at each campus and went
on to include Megillah readings, a
lunchtime carnival, and an afternoon
concert featuring the Tel Aviv Scouts
Entertainment Troupe.

Saving water

GROUNDS MANAGER NATHAN TOVEY IN FRONT OF THE
NEW 9000 LITRE WATER TANKS

The College has implemented a Water
Management Plan to help reduce its
water usage both internally and
externally.
Internally, waterless urinals have been
installed, along with flow control valves
on all sinks to slow the flow of water
when taps are turned on.
Externally, SDI (subsurface drip irrigation)
has been introduced, water tanks
installed, and more native landscapes
planted. The largest project to date has
been the resurfacing of the Skolnik oval
on the Gandel Campus, replacing the old
‘cool season’ grass with a more hardy
‘warm season’ grass. This will provide a
more consistent playing surface year
round and reduce water usage by 20%.
Further water saving initiatives will be
undertaken in the future to ensure the
College continues to operate in an
environmentally responsible manner.
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International speakers

Year 11 students came face-to-face with
some controversial issues and dilemmas
at the annual Kehilati conference at the
end of last year.
The international speakers, including
Tuvia Book from Israel (via the USA), Prof
Giora Titens from Israel and Clare
Hedwat from the UK came to Australia
especially to participate in our Year 11
conference. Topics ranged from ‘The
Ethics of War’, and ‘Climate Change A Jewish View’ to ‘The Jews of Uganda’.
The Great Debate on day 1 of the
conference was titled ‘Do I have to
believe in G-d to be Jewish?’
The Year 11 Conference strives to
expose students to a range of ideas and
speakers who will have an influence on
their lives long after they leave school.

YEAR 6 STUDENTS RAFI WOOD, JARRED STEINBERG,
JONATHAN LEIBEL AND NATALIE HAYMAN

In preparation for the mountain bike ride
on their Year 6 camp, students were
involved in weekly riding lessons around
the Gandel Campus in Burwood and
beyond.
PE staff completed a VicRoads Bike Ed
course, designed to assist teachers in
developing a bike curriculum for primary
aged students. While most students
participate in weekly riding lessons,
students who require extra tuition work
with staff on a one-on-one basis.
The greater self esteem and increased
confidence in students is already evident
as they become real risk takers and learn
to co-operate as a group.

Young Scholars

Congratulations to Year 12 students
Brett Shandler and Jarin Herson and
Year 11 students Jeremy Davis and
Sarah Braun, who received Kwong Lee
Dow Young Scholars Awards from The
University of Melbourne.
The Scholars Program is an academic
enrichment program designed to support
high-achieving Victorian secondary
school students. The program offers
numerous opportunities for students to
interact with The University of Melbourne
and each other, with substantial benefits
for students who subsequently enrol at
The University of Melbourne. Students
are selected on the basis of academic
merit and community involvement.

From the serious and sensational to the
lighthearted and entertaining, students
selected from an extensive list of
sessions, all held at Deakin University,
adjacent to the College.
Keynote speaker and recently appointed
Director of Public Prosecutions, Mr
Jeremy Rapke QC opened the
conference, while a host of local and
international presenters tackled topics
including; ‘Jews who rock!’, ‘Israel in our
Hearts and Minds’, ‘Orthodox Feminism’
and ‘John Safran vs G-d’.
Director of Jewish Studies, Avi Cohen
said, “The combination of presenters,
many world leaders in their field, ensured
a truly diverse, simulating and thought
provoking three days for our Year 11
students. I don’t believe there is anything
like it, offered to so many students,
anywhere else.”

THE GREAT DEBATE PANEL, BACK ROW: TUVIA BOOK,
CLARE HEDWAT, RABBI JAMES KENNARD, AVI COHEN
(MODERATOR), PROF GIORA TITENS.
FRONT ROW: BRAM PRESSER, SHNEUR WAKS
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Israel Club

Reading is a WRAP

Sharing their Simcha

Students at Gandel Besen House and
Fink Karp Ivany campus have been
speaking a new language over the last
year: the language of WRAP. The Writing
Approach programme (WRAP) is a way
of learning reading and spelling
processes through writing.

KAREN FREILICH, MICHAEL THURIN, MR PHILLIP FOXMAN
(PRESIDENT, CLEAN UP ISRAEL), BRETT SACKS, JAY
LAMBERT AND MR ELI HADAR (GENERAL MANAGER,
CLEAN UP ISRAEL).

Our 70 Ulpan students were so inspired
by their Israel experience over the
summer, they were determined to bring a
piece of Israel back to school with the
launch of the weekly Israel Club.
Initiated and run entirely by the Year 11
Ulpan students, Israel Club meets every
Tuesday lunchtime and provides all
secondary students with an avenue for
discussions, presentations and events
centred on Israeli culture, current affairs
and history. A number of Tzedakah
activities are also planned to raise money
for Israeli charities.
Student Michael Thurin explains, “After
our amazing Israel experience we wanted
to bring some part of Israel back to
school”.
The first Israel Club got off to a flying
start with guest speaker Phillip Foxman,
President of Clean Up Israel. He spoke
about the growth of Clean Up Israel Day
which today involves over 40,000
volunteers at numerous sites. His talk
was especially inspiring for the Ulpan
students who had assisted with a Clean
Up Israel day in Ashdod, south of Tel
Aviv, when they were on Ulpan.
Israel Club is certainly off to a good start
and judging by the enthusiasm of
students – it even has its own Facebook
group – Israel Club is the place to be
each Tuesday.

The programme employs tried and
tested approaches to literacy and is
used in schools throughout Australasia
and America.
The WRAP programme teaches 70
phonograms, not just 26 letters. A
phonogram is a combination of letters
that make up the sounds we use in
English. Phonograms are printed on
cards and presented in a multi sensory
way where children hear, say, see and
write them every day.
The children no longer learn the alphabet
is only ‘A’ as in apple’, ‘B as in ball’.
Now they learn that the letter ‘A’ has
three separate sounds: ‘a’ as in ‘at’, ‘a’
as in ‘cake’ and ‘ah’ as in ‘father’.
By forming connections between written
and spoken language, children are being
taught the ‘rules’ of English that assist
them with cracking the code of reading.
Reading simply for the love of it, being
read to and reading and sharing
literature with others are keys to the rich
English programme at Scopus.

Thank you to the family and friends of
Valerie and Ben Kaye, who generously
donated to the College on the occasion
of their 50th wedding anniversary.
We also thank the family and friends of
Janette and Henry Lanzer, who very
kindly donated to the College’s
Scholarship Fund on the occasion of
their 50th birthdays.
Mazal Tov and thank you to Jesse
Schnall for generously donating to the
College in honour of his Bar Mitzvah.

Farewell

MARTA KARNI, RABBI JAMES KENNARD, PHIL BARKLA,
FRANK CAREW, HELEN SHIFFMAN, MARILYN SNIDER AND
LORI PEAKE

PREP TEACHER KAREN FRIEDE USING THE WRAP
PROGRAMME WITH HER CLASS

60th birthday – help wanted

2009 is the 60th birthday of Mount Scopus College. We have some great
activities planned and need your help to make them happen! If you have skills in
event planning and organisation, communications, memorabilia etc. and have
time and ideas to spare, we’d like to hear from you.
Please email: 60th@scopus.vic.edu.au or call Shana Richtman on 9834 0000.
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JESSE SCHNALL AND RABBI KENNARD

A farewell function was held to honour
and thank a number of long serving staff
who left the College at the end of 2007.
All spoke with warmth, affection and
humour about their experiences at
Scopus and we sincerely thank them for
their dedication and for the difference
they made to our students’ lives.
We said goodbye to Marta Karni, Frank
Carew, Phil Barkla, Marilyn Snider, Lori
Peake and Helen Shiffman and wish
them all well for their future endeavors.
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Parents’ Association
The annual Summer Brunch convened by Lana Sheezel and Susannah Swiatlo was an
outstanding success with over 270 guests enjoying a perfect day at the home of hosts
Roz and Carlo De Bortoli. Guests were inspired by speaker Ron Delezio, father of Sophie
Delezio, the little girl who survived horrific burns in an accident at a childcare centre and
then suffered further injuries after being hit by a car in a second accident. Ron was the
2006 Australian Father of the Year and is now chairman of the Day of Difference
Foundation. He spoke about his family’s ability to triumph through adversity and his
message of acceptance and understanding touched his audience deeply.
We are extremely grateful to our sponsors Roz and Carlo De Bortoli, pokernews.com,
Harts Party Hire, Momentum, House, Kay and Burton, BDO Kendalls, Bevilles, Bond Street
Dental Studio, Cardiac Science, Handcrafted Flowers, Melbourne Luxury Transfers and Tours, Nice Pak Products, Patterson Lakes
Marina, Pratt Foundation, Print Dynamics, seek.com.au, Spotlight, Studio Italia, Grant and Sharyn Saffer, Heather and Trevor Cohen,
Lisa and Justin Liberman and Roslyn and David Smorgon and family, Generation Investments Pty Ltd.

ROZ DE BORTOLI, SUSANNAH SWIATLO, RON DELEZIO AND
LANA SHEEZEL

Together with their exceptional committee, Maxine Bechler, Sally Benge, Rachelle Givoni, Amy Hershan, Toby Levy, Alla Lew,
Amanda Smorgon, Linda Spitalnic and Nicole Zuchowski, Lana and Susannah prepared a superb brunch and raised a record amount.
2007 was another outstanding fundraising year for the Mount Scopus Memorial College Parents’ Association, with over $256,000
raised for the College. The funds raised by the Parents' Association were divided between new smart boards at all campuses, a
needs-based scholarship and individual items at each campus, from elite sporting programmes and mobile score-boards to class-sets
of bicycles and portable audio systems.

2008 Reunions

Please visit the Scopus website and
register as an Old Collegian to receive
your reunion information and reconnect
with fellow classmates. Log on to
www.scopus.vic.edu.au click on
‘Old Collegians’ and follow the prompts.
To get involved, please contact:
Class of 2003
Committee required, please call
Vicki Davis: 9834 0141
vdavis@scopus.vic.edu.au
Class of 1998
Sunday 9 November 2008
Brett Lewis: 0423 401 444
Brett.Lewis@slmcorporate.com.au
Class of 1988
Sunday 16 November 2008
Karen Lutchner: 0409 709 119
info@wizkids.org.au
Fiona Durra: 0419 587 435
fionadurra@optusnet.com.au
Class of 1978
Andrew Blode: 0415 537 908
andrewb@escor.com.au
Class of 1968
Committee required, please call
Vicki Davis: 9834 0141
vdavis@scopus.vic.edu.au
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Reunions

The Class of 1977 had a wonderful time at their 30 year reunion. Over 120 Old
Collegians enjoyed catching up and reminiscing. They were delighted to welcome
past Principal Mr Aleks Ranoschy, as well as their school captains, Rae Shushan (nee
Eizenberg) and Ian Ajzner, who had travelled from Israel especially to attend. Thank you
to the entire organising committee for a fantastic night.
Strength
and
Courage
to Build
our
Foundation
for the
Future

Do you have the ‘Strength and Courage to Build
our Foundation for the Future’?
Do you know that Foundation membership is open to everyone?
Members include businesses, individuals and families from every
sector of the community.

Entry level membership requires a pledge of $20,000 which may be paid over 4 years.
This equates to a net cost of $60 per week (after tax benefits assuming 40% MTR).
To become a Mount Scopus College Foundation member or to discuss
making any gift, bequest or scholarship endowment, please contact
Marilyn Simon, Foundation Executive Director. Tel: 9834 0124 Fax: 9834 0001
Email: msimon@scopus.vic.edu.au
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Mount Scopus honours Roslyn Smorgon

Mount Scopus College has lost one of its most passionate and generous ambassadors with the
passing of Roslyn Smorgon AM, Old Collegian ’67.   
  
We particularly remember her incredible dedication and impact in various roles over many years:
Mothers’ Club President, convenor and generous hostess for fundraising events, Annual Appeal
Chairman and Co-Chair of the Jubilee Program. She had been an active member of the College
Executive, a respected Life Governor, and since 1996, enhanced the Foundation Executive.
To honour Roslyn’s legacy and memory, Mount Scopus College will proudly, henceforth,
dedicate its Outreach Program as the ‘Roslyn Smorgon Outreach Program’.
The Outreach Program trains our Year 11 students to become ambassadors for Judaism and
Israel. Given Roslyn’s love for Jewish life and Israel, together with her own qualities of leadership
and communication, the College leadership felt that dedicating this program in her honour would
be a most fitting tribute.
Her memory and legacy will truly be a blessing and inspiration, not just at Scopus, but at the
many organisations who were the fortunate beneficiaries of her involvement.

TRIBUTE FROM ROY TASHI OAM…
With the passing of Roslyn Smorgon we have all lost a loyal friend and role model. My respect and admiration for Roslyn flourished
over some 25 years of various communal activities. Our closest times were spent working together for Mount Scopus College.

Roslyn’s passion, commitment and dedication to the many causes in which she immersed herself was inspiring and contagious. She
was driven in all that she did by the strong desire to make a better world for everyone. She truly did make a difference.
I am confident that Roslyn has left a legacy that is an enduring inspiration for us to continue the good work that she did not get the
opportunity to complete.

Old Collegians 1960-1970

In the lead-up to the College’s Diamond Jubilee year in 2009 we are trying to get our database up-to-date and correct, so we can
invite you to year-appropriate events.
Unfortunately we are missing some details for students who started between 1960-1970. If you attended Mount Scopus in those
years, we would appreciate your assistance to help us update our records.
Please email the following information – Surname (current and former), First Name, Date of Birth, Year/grade you started at
Scopus, Year/grade you left − to our Database Officer, Jenny Stosser at jstosser@scopus.vic.edu.au
If you haven’t seen our alumni website, log on to our Old Collegians Online Directory by going to www.scopus.vic.edu and following
the prompts.

From the Archives... preserving the past, enriching the future
Recently discovered
•	an original school beret worn by
the girls at St Kilda Road
•	the first lease on the property at
414 St Kilda Road
•	the first wages book for Scopus staff
– 9 teachers
Looking for
• school magazines from the 1950s
•	year 12 photos in front of the library
from the 1980s
• badges, buttons, school colours

DO YOU KNOW WHEN MOSHE DAYAN VISITED THE COLLEGE?
IF SO, PLEASE LET US KNOW
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Cleaning for Pesach?
If you come across Scopus memorabilia
we would love to make it part of the
Archive Project.

Spare time?
The Scopus Archive Project needs
volunteers to help sort photographs,
register documents, collect memorabilia
and much more. A few hours a week
would be great!
Contact us
Helen Synman,
archive1@scopus.vic.edu.au
or mobile: 0418 357 696.
Please view the archives photos on the
Old Collegians Online Directory to see if
you can help us identify anyone. Go to
www.scopus.vic.edu.au click on ‘Old
Collegians Directory’ to log in, then view
the Archive Photoboard.
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Dor le Dor – Generation to Generation

Please continue to keep us informed by sending your news to kaleidoscope@scopus.vic.edu.au or call us on 9834 0121.
BIRTHS
Rebecca (Wawer) ’95 and Alan Wolman ’91,Samuel
Mandy (Meltz) and Glenn Kirsh ’91, Sam
Rachel (Perell) and Ofir Kranz ’94, Lily
Nicole (Seligmann) ’89 and Robert Rees, Brendan
Karen (Weiner) and Mark Fink ’88, Leo
Leora (Muchnik) ’91 and Michael Schmulian, Ruby
Tammy (Aronson) ’94 and Aryeh Seligman ’88,
Jemma
Jodi (Lewis) ’93 and Yaniv Levy, Talyah
Robyn (Shapiro) ’94 and Josh Goldhirsch, Eli
Rach (Guthry) ’92 and Dave Gorski, Dean
Jaki (Lew) ’88 and Adam Priester, Marlon
Amelia (Guttmann) ’90 and Nissim Kalifa, Noa
Gaby (Stach) ’90 and Paul Cabelli ’86, Joel
Melissa (de Vries) ’86 and Ivan Owide, Max
Michal (Gelberg) ’92 and Alex Rybalov, Jordan
Judith (Bergman) ’97 and Marcel Levy ’90, Danielle
Belinda (Flanc) and Adam Held ’79, Ruby
Nikki (Singal) ’93 and Jeremy Schimmel ’90, Romy
Naomi (Ryan) ’90 and Anthony Arrow ’90, Ryder
Hayley (Michelson) ’85 and Darren Krongold ’87,
Hope
Masha (Bendersky) and David Gold ’88, Amalia
Jodie (Jacobs) ’94 and Adrian Kagan ’94, Myah
Rebecca (Wartell) and Gill Lobel ’90, Noa
Belinda (Segev) ’95 and David Freund ’92, Bailey
Sasha (Robertson) and Damien Gance ’93, Harrison
Michelle (Benjamin) ’99 and Shaun Factor ’97, Jake
Vanessa (Carne) and Ashley Levin ’80, Stella
Rebecca (Frid) ’93 and Michael Kahane, Zoe
Natalie (Nirens) ’94 and Kane Siegel ’94, Luke
Rachel (Mohr) ’91 and David Gold, Ashley
Anna (Shaked) and Simon Berhang ’95, Elly
Mireille (Keen) and Toby Krasnostein ’93, Hugo
Lisa (James) ’92 and Danny Degen, James
Janine Schloss ’91 and Yoni Michalovski,
Mika and Eden
Tammy (Rabinowicz) ’86 and Miron Meydan ’83, Natan
Ronit (Abrahami) and Ilan Almagor ’92, Ma’ayan
Elana (Gance) ’92 and Tom Cordiner, Amelie
Debbie (Beckman) and Danny Bloch ’87, Tali
Emily (Wolf) ’93 and Trevor Cashmore, Zachary
Belinda (Pryer) and Adrian Gold ’83, Ashleigh
Jordy (Jacobs) ’93 and Jonathan Klein ’86, Noah
Lara (Alexander) ’84 and John Wayne, Shoshana
Karen (Feldman) and Udi Epstein ’84, Doovy
Paola Wisniak ’88 and Raoul Salter ’77, Jules
Georgia (Kutner) ’90 and Ron Zukerman ’85, Dion
Sophie Weiskop ’91 and Rodney Mooseek, Toby
Nadine (Berk) ’95 and Nicholas Gold, Chloe
Leana (Krechman) ’90 and Gary Fink ’90, Damon
Jenny (Grunfeld) ’87 and Marcus Aitken, Talia
Diana (Ginger) and Allan Sheffield ’92, Aidan

Monique (Caplan) ’94 and Andrew Gaspar ’95, Liam
Amy (Golvan) ’94 and Ilan Rubin ’88, Toby and Cara
Natalie (Simmons) and Simon Szwarc ’95, Raphael
Bec (Fradkin) and Daniel Kinal ’88, Shoshana
Beverley (Kaplan) and Ronnie Lipp ’87, Talia
Elana (Grauman) ’81 and Ian Chait, Shayn
Lisa (Max) ’97 and Sammy Belleli, Eve
Ronit (Zimmer) ’95 and Eli Fried ’89, Leo
Lisa (Jacobson) ’87 and David Aitken, Joshua
Rebecca (Wail) ’89 and Terry Better, Benjamin
Rebecca Steinberg ’91 and Jonathan Liberman ’88,
Alice
Samantha (Feldman) ’90 and Darren Bihary ’89, Benji
Georgia Paxton and Julien Neil ’88, Mungo
Carolyn (Roth) and David Brykman ’84, Raphael
Romy Zaitman and Tim Bursztyn ’88, Lexi
Shelley (Swiderski) ’93 and Steven Lewin ’91, Shaynie
Naomi (Benporath) ’89 and Julian Miller, Ethan
Debra (Jagoda) ’93 and Philip Dalidakis, Asha
Hila (Yemini) and Damien Urban ’94, Alon
Jackie (Grossberg) ’90 and Adi Dahan, Willow
Maxine (Piekarski) ’90 and Jason Haeata, Jorjia
Sharyn (Lewis) ’90 and Doov Cohen, Nathan
Carrie (Bennett) and Joshua Kausman ’89,
Abigail and Hanna
Amber (Neuman) and Paul Rubenstein ’84, Amiel
Lynne (Gaddie) and David Wilson ’95, Ava
Liana (Zeltsvas) ’88 and Ellis Brover ’85, Samuel
Rachel (Zikaras) ’88 and Jeffrey Israel ’88, Jonty
Monique (Cohen) and Daniel Robin ’92, Caleb
Ilana Kister ’91 and Eytan Mazza ’87, Jade
Meaghan (Rosenberg) and Mark Lust ’92, Ethan
Bev (Todes) ’91 and Matthew Aubor ’89, Travis
Gaby (Nowoweiski) ’86 and Antony Jacobson ’83,
Teal
Orli (Kranz) ’92 and Marc Blecher, Benjamin
Adele Lindner ’96 and Jeremy Stowe, Jonah
Karen (Schwartz) and Michael Silberthau ’84, Jessica
Tammy (Goldschlager) ’97 and Joel Gerschman ’96,
Mim
Mirella and Doron Sternfein ’90, Xabi
Tracy (Oshry) ’93 and Ivan Shapiro, Ariella
Natalie (Krain) ’91 and Darren Altman, Billy
Sigal (Volfman) and Paul Israel ’86, Afek
Victoria-Lea (Davis) ’89 and Tal Goldman ’90, Chloe
Joanne (Danon) and Jacques Levy ’86, Joshua
Nicole (Zalcberg) ’96 and Adam Carew ’94, Hayden
Henriet (Alexander) and Les Jenshel ’87, Raphael

MARRIAGES
Dina Figdor and Raphael Sebbag ’97
Shelley Shmuel ’99 and Eli Staub ’99
Rebecca Aisenberg ’96 and Justin Tempelhof
Abigail Brown ’03 and Josef Faul
Kim Baetz and David Kliman ’00
Naomi Simon ’96 and Anton Kolliner ’95
Deborah Pose ’96 and Mathew Lazarow
Melissa Keil ’97 and Darren Lewis ’95
Nicky Blashki and Toby Mac ’99
Emma Stabey ’96 and Mark Nathan ’94
Talia Liberman and David Oliver ’90
Nicole Bando and Danny Passov ’97
Georgia Samuel ’99 and Adam Broder ’98
Natalie Tocker and Craig Jones ’95
Leesa Sokolski and Toby Mittelman ’95
Einat Berkovitch and Dean Mond ’89
Lisa Midler ’90 and Benjamin Simon ’97
Rachelle Sapir and Daniel Knoche ’95
Tara Stern and Josh Same ’95
Lisa Burger ’01 and Simon Ezekiel
Amanda Mendes da Costa and Michael Danby ’72
Ilana Sztal ’97 and David Susman ’95
Jamie Wajnberg and Ilan Zimmer ’00
Debbie Fried ’99 and Eytan Lenko
Simi Kaplan ’00 and Daniel Stiglitz ’95
Shelley Kline ’90 and Adam Joel ’94
Lee Rubenstein ’99 and Eli Green
Amanda Milun ’98 and Michael Bell
Sarah Engel and Paul Cherny ’83
Belinda Wierzbicki and Mitchell Dobelsky ’78
Dalia Goldschlager ’03 and Adam Sable ’98

IN MEMORY
Itzhak Meron (past teacher)
Malcolm Slonim ’74

Australia day HONOURS
Graham Leonard AM
Dr Paul Gardner AM

Old Collegian wins Oscar
The Scopus community wishes Eva Orner (’87) a hearty Mazal Tov
on her Oscar win for best feature documentary ‘Taxi to the Dark Side’.
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